Cases involving copyright infringement, violations of the Trademark Act, defamation and defective or misrepresented goods and services frequently arise from communications or transactions conducted over the Internet. The increasing use of the Internet for the transaction of business, especially involving the marketing and sale of goods and services, has raised important issues regarding the assertion of personal jurisdiction over foreign companies. This paper discusses the assertion of personal jurisdiction within the context of the marketing and sale of travel services over the Internet.

Consumer Use Of The Internet

Consumer use of the Internet to make travel arrangements has risen dramatically in recent years. While consumers remain
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cautious about the reliability of information, the prospect of hidden fees and insecure credit card transactions, travel shopping on the Web is increasing, particularly, as travel suppliers, e.g., hotels and air carriers, and travel sellers, e.g., Cheap Tickets, Expedia, One Travel, Travelocity, TravelNow and Orbitz, offer exclusive fares on their own Web sites with 24 hour accessibility. Retailers continue to develop creative ways to sell travel services by use of the Internet, e.g., Priceline, Travelot, Site59's “last-minute-air-plus-land-packages”.

**The Solicitation Plus Doctrine**

If a foreign travel supplier, e.g., a hotel or an air carrier conducts business through an agent, a wholly owned subsidiary, a parent corporation or joint venturer or maintains an office with a staff, a bank account and a local telephone number then the assertion of personal jurisdiction would, generally, be appropriate. In the absence of such indicia of physical presence in the forum, however, the assertion of personal jurisdiction is more problematic. For example, a foreign travel supplier or travel seller may conduct business through an independent contractor, travel agent, tour operator or the Internet. Under these circumstances New York Courts have found personal jurisdiction if there was active solicitation of
business plus “some financial or commercial dealings in New York or (the foreign company) holds itself out as operating in New York “12 and/or contract formation occurs in New York State13. This concept, known as the “solicitation-plus” doctrine, is still followed with some exceptions14 by many U.S. Courts15.

A Transactional Analysis Of Internet Commerce

The extent to which an Internet Web site confers personal jurisdiction in the forum in which the consumer’s computer is located has been addressed recently by several courts16. A useful jurisdictional analysis appears in Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.,17 a trademark infringement action brought by the manufacturer of “Zippo” lighters against a computer news service using the Internet domain name of “zippo.com”. In Zippo, the defendant was a California based news service with an interactive Web site “through which it exchanges information with Pennsylvania residents in hopes of using that information for commercial gain later “. The defendant had entered into news service contracts18 with 3,000 Pennsylvania residents and 7 “contracts with Internet access providers to furnish services to their customers in Pennsylvania “. Since it was defendant’s “conscious choice to conduct business (in Pennsylvania)” the Court asserted personal jurisdiction based upon the following
analysis. “At one end of the spectrum are situations where a defendant clearly does business over the Internet. If the defendant enters into contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing and repeated transmission of computer files over the Internet, personal jurisdiction is proper...At the opposite end are situations where a defendant has simply posted information on an Internet Web site which is accessible to users in foreign jurisdictions. A passive Web site that does little more than make information available to those who are interested in it is not grounds for the exercise (of) personal jurisdiction ...The middle ground is occupied by interactive Web sites where a user can exchange information with the host computer. In these cases, the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the Web site.”

**Passive Web Sites**

If the foreign company maintains an informational Web site accessible to the general public but which can not be used for making reservations then most\(^{19}\), but not all\(^{20}\), Courts would find it unreasonable to assert personal jurisdiction. For example, in *Weber v. Jolly Hotels*\(^{21}\) a New Jersey resident purchased a tour
packaged by a Massachusetts travel agent, not an exclusive selling agent, which featured accommodations at a Sicilian hotel owned by an Italian corporation, Itajolly Compagnia Italiana Dei Jolly Hotels [“Jolly Hotels”]. Jolly Hotels conducted no business in New Jersey but had a subsidiary which owned a hotel in New York City which could make reservations at all of its hotels. The plaintiff sustained injuries at defendant’s Sicilian hotel and brought suit against Jolly Hotels in New Jersey. Jolly Hotels maintained a Web site accessible in New Jersey which provided “photographs of hotel rooms, descriptions of hotel facilities, information about numbers of rooms and telephone numbers”. The Web site could not be used to make reservations at any of Jolly Hotels. Finding the Web site to be passive in nature the Court dismissed the complaint for a lack of personal jurisdiction but transferred the case to New York because defendant’s subsidiary’s New York City hotel could make reservations at all Jolly Hotels.

**Passive Web Sites Plus**

However, passive Web sites combined with other business activity, e.g., the activities of subsidiary corporations in the forum, providing trainees to a company doing business in the forum, entering into a licensing agreement with a company in
the forum and selling to three companies in the forum, entering into a contract with a company in the forum which contained a forum selection clause and multiple e-mail communications to the forum, e-mail, fax and telephone communications, contracts and various correspondence surrounding those contracts, various support services incident to sales, e-mail, fax, telephone and regular mail communications and 12 sales in the forum and plans to sell more, mortgage loan applications printed out and chats online with mortgage representatives, fielding e-mail questions about products and sending information about orders, " the web site contains several interactive pages which allow customers to take and score performance tests, download product demos, and order products on-line ( and ) provides a registration form whereby customers may obtain product brochures, test demonstration diskettes or answers to questions, may provide a reasonable basis for the assertion of personal jurisdiction.

**Interactive Web Sites**

If the Web site provides information, e-mail communication, describes the goods or services offered, downloads a printed order form or allows on-line sales with the use of a credit card and sales are, in fact, made in this manner in the forum, particularly by the injured consumer, then some Courts but not
all have found the assertion of personal jurisdiction reasonable. In addition, some Courts may require that the interactivity be coupled with the transaction of substantial business in the forum. This seems to be the trend for the sale of goods and services that are delivered after they are ordered by the consumer on his or her home computer. As noted above, however, at least one court has made an unwarranted distinction between placing Internet orders for the immediate delivery of goods and services and making reservations for delivery of hotel accommodations some time in the future. Although this area of the law is developing it is fair, at this point, to make the following conclusions.

**Lowest Level Of Interactivity**

First, the lowest level of travel Web site interactivity, involving e-mail communications which allow travelers to request information but not make reservations, would be an insufficient basis for jurisdiction [Smith v. Basin Park Hotel, Inc.](#) (although the hotel had a Web site the Court found no basis for asserting jurisdiction since “[t]here is no evidence that any commercial transactions are actually completed on (the hotel’s) website. The website merely permits a user to submit an email to (the hotel) requesting reservations information. No reservation
is confirmed over the website “); Cervantes v. Ramparts, Inc.\textsuperscript{42}

(“Ramparts’ only ‘continuous’ contact with this state in that it maintained a Web site which allowed Internet users in California, or anywhere else, to learn about and send e-mails to the Luxor Hotel. That the Ramparts Web site permitted limited interactivity does not distinguish it from maintenance of an ‘800’ telephone number for purposes of establishing general jurisdiction “)].

**Middle Level Of Interactivity**

Second, the middle level of travel Web site interactivity, involving the ability to obtain information, communicate by email and, in fact, make hotel reservations has generated cases finding a sufficient basis for jurisdiction [In Brown v. Grand Hotel Eden-A Summit Hotel\textsuperscript{43}, a case in which a guest was injured at a Swiss hotel the services of which were marketed through a joint reservation Web site, the Court found that “Hotel Eden’s presence on the Summit Hotels website, which also permits reservations to be confirmed automatically supports our finding that Hotel Eden is ‘doing business’ in the State of New York “. Following discovery, Brown was modified\textsuperscript{44}, the Court there finding that, in actuality, neither Summit’s Web site nor the Hotel Eden’s Web site could confirm reservations. “The only
interactivity Hotel Eden’s website allows is the opportunity for users to inquire into room availability. Upon receiving these inquiries, the hotel responds, through e-mail or fax, with an offer if a suitable room is available; the user then must respond to the hotel to accept the offer “); Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel\(^45\) (“...it is clear that any customer can reserve a room through the Web site...by making reservations available on the Internet, the defendants have effectively placed their hotel and its services into an endless stream of commerce “); Grutkowski v. Steamboat Lake Guides\(^46\) (“ This site does not permit a reader to purchase or reserve tours over the Internet and thus, does not permit (defendant) to ‘ transact business ‘ over the Internet” )] and cases finding an insufficient basis for jurisdiction [Rodriguez v. Circus Circus Casinos, Inc.\(^47\) ( no jurisdiction based upon interactive reservations Web site ); Imundo v. Pocono Palace, Inc\(^48\) ( no jurisdiction based upon interactive reservations Web site ); Snyder v. Dolphin Encounters Limited\(^49\) ( no jurisdiction based on interactive reservations Web site ); Bell v. Imperial Palace Hotel/Casino, Inc.\(^50\) ( no jurisdiction based upon interactive reservations Web site ); Arriaga v. Imperial Palace, Inc.\(^51\) ( no jurisdiction based upon interactive reservations Web site ) ].
**Highest Level Of Interactivity**

Third, the highest level of travel Web site interactivity, involving the purchase of travel services on the Web site together with other business contacts with the forum, would provide a sufficient basis for jurisdiction [Silk Air v. Superior Court](#) (general jurisdiction over foreign air carrier based upon (1) Silk Air’s continuing and substantial revenue in California, (2) its advertising in California by means of flyers distributed through its parent company’s Los Angeles offices and (3) its interactive internet site allowing Californians to purchase tickets on its airline “); [In re Ski Train Fire in Kaprun, Austria](#) ("Siemens AG conducts substantial and continuous business...conducting sales in New York over the Internet, being listed on the New York Stock Exchange...buying a New York company...employs a press contact here and has sued in New York “)

Recent cases continue to use the Zippo analysis in determining whether and to what extent Internet activity provides a sufficient basis for the assertion of personal jurisdiction.

**Internet Forum Selection Clauses**

To reduce the likelihood of being sued in the consumer’s
local Court foreign travel suppliers and travel sellers may rely upon forum selection clauses, arbitration clauses and choice of law clauses contained in the Internet transaction documents. “For instance, an Internet business may want its users to agree that any dispute arising between them shall be resolved in the courts of the Internet business’s home state or city, or that it shall be resolved before an arbitration tribunal rather than a court, or that a judge rather than a jury will decide the case, or that the law of a particular state will govern the relationship “55. The enforceability of an Internet forum selection clause was addressed by the Court in Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel56. In Decker, New Jersey consumers made reservations at a Nevada hotel using an interactive Web site. The reservation form which appeared on the computer screen contained a forum selection clause informing guests that should they wish to commence a lawsuit against the hotel it could only be brought in Nevada. In the Decker case the Court decided to enforce the Nevada forum selection clause. The Court also found that the combination of an interactive Web site with a forum selection clause negates any intent of being haled into a local courtroom.

**The Internet May Have Expanded Jurisdiction**

The Internet may have changed the way in which the Courts
should decide what types of business contacts justify the assertion of personal jurisdiction. Although the Courts are not yet in agreement on what constitutes a threshold of interactivity in the marketing of goods and services over the Internet [often coupled with more traditional contacts with the forum], there has been some movement towards a re-evaluation of the solicitation plus doctrine as an appropriate analytical framework within which to resolve jurisdictional issues.
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